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The net neutrality study prepared by J. Scott Marcus for the 
European Parliament conveniently missed the elephant in the 
room – Price discrimination (zero-rating) 
 

Rewheel / Digital Fuel Monitor flash research note, 20
th 

January 2015 

 
J. Scott Marcus, Director and Senior Consultant for WIK-Consult GmbH prepared a net neutrality study

1
 for the European 

Parliament’s Internal Market and Consumer Protection (IMCO) Committee. The study titled “Network Neutrality Revisited: 
Challenges and Responses in the EU and in the US” was made available to the public on December 2014. The analytical 

study provided background on the debate over network neutrality, including (1) its technological, economic, and public 
policy aspects, and (2) the implications for European public policy going forward, including the position of the European 
Parliament on the Telecoms Single Market Regulation that was adopted in the first reading of the European Parliament in 
April 2014. 

Although the author referred to its work as “analytical” the study did not make any reference whatsoever to the most 
important and wide spread economic net neutrality violation – application based price discriminations such as zero-
rating.   

The omission is quite remarkable considering the fact that J. Scott Marcus was present as an invited speaker at the 2
nd

 
BEREC Stakeholder Forum held in Brussels on the 16

th
 of October 2014. During that meeting Guillermo Beltra from 

BEUC, the European consumer umbrella association, raised
2
  the issue of wide spread zero-rating net neutrality violations 

across European markets. Responding to BEUC’s concerns, on behalf of BEREC, Annegret Groebel from BNetzA 
concurred that zero-rating was a problem and was currently being looked up by BEREC.         

Furthermore, J. Scott Marcus’s study made no reference to the Norwegian telecom regulator’s (NPT) unambiguous 
statement that zero-rating violates

3
 net neutrality. NPT’s statement was published

4
 on the 18

th
 of November 2014. Digital 

Fuel Monitor has extensively documented the potentially anti-competitive zero-rating net neutrality violations in EU28
5
 and 

OECD
6
 markets during 2014. 

 

 

 
Most recently The Economist (GE Look ahead) explained

7
 net neutrality and why it matters (or not) for the digital economy 

by quoting Rewheel and citing Digital Fuel Monitor data. The open neutral internet will be a thing of the past unless 
regulators ban price discrimination. As the Economist put it “Consolidation of service providers and carriers could lead 
to asymmetrical influence over what customers read, see, hear and even think while they are online”. 
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 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2014/518751/IPOL_STU(2014)518751_EN.pdf 
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 http://berec.europa.eu/eng/events/2014/68-2nd-berec-stakeholder-forum-meeting (05:50 – 08:59) 
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 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/insights/2014_nov_net_neutrality_tide/ 
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 http://eng.nkom.no/topical-issues/news/net-neutrality-and-charging-models 
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 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/insights/2014_oct_zerorate/ 
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 http://www.dfmonitor.eu/insights/2014_nov_premium_google/ 
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 http://gelookahead.economist.com/net-neutrality-splinternet/ 


